Abstract. Coolen showed in his recent paper (2005 J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 38 2311 that macroscopic quantities for the standard version of Minority Game (MG) using the real and fake histories take on the same value in the symmetric regime. However, this conclusion is invalid because he did not take into account of the strong correlation presence in the history time series in the symmetric phase. Our argument is supported by a large scale numerical simulation which shows that the discrepancy in the variance of attendance of players using the real and fake histories.
In his recent paper [1] , Coolen investigated the dynamics of the standard version of MG using the real and fake histories by the generating functional method of De Dominicis [2] . In particular, he concluded that macroscopic quantities for the standard version of MG have the same values for the games using real and fake histories in the symmetric phase (that is, when α < α c ) [1] . To arrive at this conclusion, he made the bold assumption that the history correlation time L h is much less than the number of players N. Consequently, one could well approximate the finite samples of history occurrence frequencies by [ 
where π λ (A, Z) is the asymptotic frequency at which history string λ occurs in a given realization {A, Z} and ℓ is the number of the iterations. While this assumption is valid in the asymmetric phase (that is, when α > α c ), L h is indeed much larger than N due to the presence of the period two dynamics in the history string time series in the symmetric phase as shown by numerical simulations [3, 4, 5] and crowd-anticrowd theory [6] . Hence, eq. (1) does not hold in the symmetric phase. One may argue that the invalid assumption in eq. (1) could still be a good approximation in the study of a number of macroscopic quantities except the correlation of the history string time series. However, in a recent large scale numerical simulation using the real and fake histories, it has been found that the variance of attendance per player σ 2 /N in MG exhibits the discrepancy in the symmetric phase [7] . Moreover, such discrepancy can be explained by the crowd-anticrowd theory [6, 7] . Thus, Coolen's conclusion is not valid in the symmetric regime.
